
Spec Terrazzo Porcelain Tiles  



 VENISTONE 

 CEPPO Di GRES 

beige grey dark pearl 

avorio grigio  sabbia  verde  

nero  

 I’M 

mint blush grey  multicolor 



 SOUTH 

green grey white blush 

 WIND 

grey moss ivory ocre 

red 

 GHIAIA 

bianco grigio grafite maxi bianco 

maxi grigio maxi grey 



 FRAGMENTA 

 PARADE 

nero ombrato arlecchino bianco greco 

grigio luminoso 

grigio milano 

bottacino dorato 

W A AG B 

G DG 



MEDLEY 

ROCK CLASSIC POP MINIMAL 

blu blu blu blu 

grey grey grey grey 

dark grey dark grey dark grey dark grey 

green green green green 

pink pink pink pink 

white white white white 



VENICE VILLA 

blue coral green earth 

yellow pink beige 

silver grey zinc graphite 

white 

ivory 

I COCCI 

calce spacatto 

calce cenere cemento grafite 

cenere spacatto cemento spacatto grafite spacatto 



AUTORE  

trevi rimini guidecca rivoli 

RIVER 24 x 24  

moon ecru earth lead 

VENETIAN MARBLE 

rainbow cloud fog storm 



LOMBARDA 

FRAMMENTI 

bianco greige nero 

bianco macro azzurro marco 
nero marco 

 CONFETTI 

bianco beige bianco cotto bianco multicolor bianco petrolio 

bianco griogo nero grigio nero petrolio nero multicolor 



Terms and conditions  
    

 
Buyer Understands that all tiles  are subject to variations in technical specifications, including coeffi-

cient of friction due to the inherent variables in the raw materials and      production process.  Buyer 

must determine slip resistance suitability for any material use.  There is no warranty as to the suitability 

for any material use.   SpecCeramics does not warrant that the tiles will not scratch, chip or show signs 

of wear.   

Claims concerning shade, appearance, caliber, finish or obvious defects in first choice production must 

be communicated before the tile is installed.  No claims will be accepted for tile already installed for 

defects in other than first choice material.  If there is a claim or a defect,  SpecCeramics needs to be  

notified in writing within 60 days after the goods have been delivered. 

Colors may differ due to printing and monitor settings. 

Sizes are not to scale in the catalog.  

To order samples—email samples@specceramics.com  

Please contact us for current inventory levels all tile is sold in full box qty only.  

SpecCeramics accepts—visa, mc, & American express.  

Thank you for choosing SpecCeramics.  

Please note that not all colors are  

available in all sizes, please  

contact your  sales representative 

for more information. 

 

Corporate Office     San Francisco Design Library  

Orange County Design Library    521 8th St.  

851 Enterprise Way     San Francisco, CA  94107 

Fullerton, CA 92831    415.757.7733 

714.808.0134         

West Hollywood Design Library   

8687 Melrose Ave 

Suite BM-11 

West Hollywood, CA 90069 

310.903.3392 

San Diego  

619.518.3011            

Hawaii   

800.449.SPEC 

AZ / NV/ UT        

480.798.6905 

Denver Area  

480.798.6905 


